Building Walking Bass Lines
If you ally obsession such a referred Building Walking Bass Lines book that will provide you
worth, acquire the totally best seller from us currently from several preferred authors. If you want to
funny books, lots of novels, tale, jokes, and more fictions collections are in addition to launched,
from best seller to one of the most current released.
You may not be perplexed to enjoy all books collections Building Walking Bass Lines that we will no
question offer. It is not approaching the costs. Its nearly what you compulsion currently. This
Building Walking Bass Lines , as one of the most functional sellers here will definitely be in the
middle of the best options to review.

Rufus Reid Bass Lines - Rufus Reid 2015-03
Rufus Reid Bass Lines complete bass line
transcription book from Volume 1: Jazz How to
Play and Improvise and Volume 3: II/V7/I
Progression featuring the great jazz bassist
Rufus Reid. While reading from the book, play
along with the bassist on the recording (sold
building-walking-bass-lines

separately) until you feel you've mastered his
feel and nuances. Then, using the special stereo
separation on all Jamey Aebersold play-along
recordings, switch the bassist off and play along
by yourself with just the piano and drums! This
book is a great study in professional bass line
construction. Combo instructors can use this
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book to give their bass students instant,
professional bass lines. This book includes notes
in bass clef with chord symbols above each
measure. Two volumes of bass lines in one book!
An absolutely essential introduction method for
every bass player wishing to learn the art of
professional bass walking. Includes 80 minutes
of written jazz bass lines.
Bass Line Encyclopedia - Tim Ferguson
2010-06-24
Bassists today need to be familiar with all styles
of music in order to increase their versatility and
become in-demand players. With over 100 bass
lines covering a multitude of musical styles and
techniques, Bass Line Encyclopedia is the
perfect resource for the modern bassist. This
encyclopedia, geared towards the electric bass
guitar, is a compendium of bass lines from
popular music styles of the 1950s to the present.
The genres covered include Chicago blues,
Texas blues, surf, doo wop, heavy metal, punk,
funk, bebop, modal jazz, reggae, bossa nova,
building-walking-bass-lines

samba, bluegrass, Texas swing, and many more.
With historical overviews and real-world
examples from every popular style a working
bassist would need to know, Bass Line
Encyclopedia is an indispensable reference
guide that every bassist should have in their
collection.
Hal Leonard Bass Method - Ed Friedland
1996-04-01
(Bass Method). The Hal Leonard Bass Method is
designed for anyone just learning to play electric
bass. It is based on years of teaching bass
students of all ages, and it also reflects some of
the best bass teaching ideas from around the
world! The second edition has been totally
revised and features all new engravings and
photos. The books have been updated to meet
the needs of today's bass students by renowned
bassist and author Ed Friedland. Book 1 teaches:
tuning, playing position; musical symbols; notes
within the first five frets; common bass lines,
patterns and rhythms; rhythms through eighth
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notes; playing tips and techniques; more than
100 great songs, riffs and examples; and more!
This e-book even includes audio for 44 full-band
tracks for demonstration or play-along.
The Bottom Line - Todd Coolman 1990-06-30
The ultimate bass line book for acoustic or
electric bass. Contains 23 chapters on bass line
construction and other areas such as sound
production, practicing, special effects,
blues/rhythm, slow/fast tempos, and time/feel.
Review exercises are included for each chapter.
The CD includes Todd playing the exercises and
etudes so that you can match his sound and jazz
phrasing---something that is equally as
important as playing "right notes." Customer
testimonial: "I want to thank you for your book
The Bottom Line. As a late-middle-aged novice
bassist (of sorts), I'm delighted by your choice of
material and your presentation of it. You've
confirmed many things I've long suspected but
could not find good information regarding,
including forward motion, the importance of
building-walking-bass-lines

3rds and 7ths, the use of fingerboard patterns,
and many more. And you've raised and explained
many more things I hadn't thought about, such
as thinking of jazz in 12/8 time, the ride cymbal,
and tipping in two-beat. I own dozens of jazz and
bass music books, but this one book and its CD
have brought more together for me than any of
them. It's a joy just to sit and read it, even when
my bass is miles away. Again, thanks very much
for this truly great work." ---Jack Clark (Idyllwild,
California)
The Jazz Bass Line Book - Mike Downes 2015-09
The Jazz Bass Line Book by Mike Downes is a
comprehensive approach to the construction of
improvised bass lines. Intended for beginners
and professionals, the book deals with playing in
2, creating walking bass lines, 3/4 time, using a
"broken feel," modal and slash-chord harmony,
ballads, and much more. Each chapter is full of
fundamental and advanced concepts and ideas,
accompanied by transcribed examples from the
masters of jazz bass playing.
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Walking Bassics - Ed Fuqua 2011-01-12
This book gives you all the basic principles
underlying solid walking bass lines.
Comprehensive, easy to understand, with page
after page of great transcriptions of the author's
walking lines on the accompanying CD. The CD
of NY professional jazz players can also be used
as a swinging play-along CD. Endorsed by Eddie
Gomez, Jimmy Haslip, John Goldsby, etc.
CONSTRUCTING WALKING JAZZ BASS LINES
Book I Walking Bass Lines - Steven Mooney
2010-09
Constructing Walking Jazz Bass Lines Book I
Walking Bass Lines - The Blues in 12 Keys The
Blues in 12 Keys is a complete guide
demonstrating the devices used to construct
walking bass lines in the jazz tradition. The book
starts out in Part 1 by demonstrating the various
techniques used to provide forward motion into
the bass lines, while providing a strong
harmonic and rhythmic foundation. The
exercises are designed to give the double bassist
building-walking-bass-lines

and electric bassist strong jazz bass lines in the
bottom register of the instrument. As an added
bonus for the Double Bassist Part 1 provides a
complete study of the blues in F whilst in the
first position. This is an excellent technique
builder in itself. Part 2 expands on the lessons
and techniques used in Part 1 providing the
bassist with the previous devices used in
professional level bass lines in all 12 keys.
Included is over 150 choruses of jazz blues lines
in all 12 keys using the whole register of the
instrument. There are many advanced principles
applied in the following bass lines whilst never
losing sight of the functioning principle of the
bass in the jazz idiom. To provide a strong
foundation of rhythm and harmony for the music
being played & providing support for the melody
and or soloist.
Bass Grooves - Ed Friedland 2004-08-01
(Book). This invaluable guide and accompanying
CD give bass players both the musical
background and training needed to get on with
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their grooving. With lessons guided by a
metronome and presented in various musical
styles and rhythmic applications, bassists
increase their ability to internalize rhythm. The
book also breaks down classic styles and grooves
from rock, blues, R&B, jazz, Afro-Caribbean, and
other traditions. Each example includes a
notated version of the drum part and details how
to program it into a drum machine.
Jazz Bass - Ed Friedland 1997-01
(Bass Builders). This book/audio pack features
over 50 examples covering walking bass, the two
feel, 3/4 time, Latin, and ballads. It covers
soloing, performance protocol, and includes
seven complete tunes. Demo tracks are accessed
online via download or streaming and include
playback options to make learning easier than
ever.
Constructing Walking Jazz Bass Lines Book III Walking Bass Lines - Standard Lines - Steven
Mooney 2011-04
Standard Lines, Book III in the Constructing
building-walking-bass-lines

Walking Jazz Bass Lines series for the Double
Bassist and Electric Bassist is a comprehensive
guide demonstrating the devices used to
construct walking jazz bass lines in the jazz
standard tradition. Book III covers 24 standard
jazz chord progressions with 110 choruses of
professional jazz bass lines as an example. Part I
outlines the Modes and the chord scale
relationships and the fundamental knowledge
required to be able to build the diatonic triads
and 7th chords in any key. Examples are given in
the " 2 " feel and " 4 " feel walking bass style
enabling the bassist to develop a strong
rhythmic and harmonic foundation. More
advanced bass line construction examples
including voice leading and mode substitutions
and mode applications related to specific jazz
chord progressions are also outlined. Part II
outlines the Symmetric Scales as well as the
Modes of the Melodic Minor Scale related to the
Minor II V I progression. Provided are written
examples of the Symmetric Scales and the chord
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scale relationships and how to apply the use of
the Symmetric Scales over popular jazz chord
progressions. The Minor II V I is outlined and
compared to the Major II V I outlining the
differences with the suggested scale uses
applied to common jazz chord progressions. Part
III outlines the use of the BeBop Scales and their
use in the jazz walking bass tradition, providing
suggested uses of the Be Bop scales related to
popular jazz chord progressions. Part IV outlines
the previous lesson devices and concepts with
examples of professional level bass lines over
standard jazz chord progressions. All
information builds in a stepwise progression
enabling the bassist to apply the techniques in
all 12 keys.
The Working Bassist's Tool Kit - Ed Friedland
2001-01-01
(Book). This book by Bass Player contributing
editor and columnist Ed Friedland teaches
electric or acoustic bassists of any style the
musical skills essential in the working world,
building-walking-bass-lines

survival tips for tackling any gig, and techniques
for achieving a competitive edge. It helps new
working bassists hit the ground running, and pro
players grow stronger. Topics include time and
groove, chord charts, ear training, doubling,
thumb technique, keeping time, faking tunes and
many more, plus ways to assess a gig and deliver
the goods. Includes lots of musical examples and
exercises, both in the book and on the play-along
CD.
Hal Leonard Bass Method - Ed Friedland
1996-04-01
(Bass Method). The Hal Leonard Bass Method is
designed for anyone just learning to play electric
bass. It is based on years of teaching bass
students of all ages and it also reflects some of
the best bass teaching ideas from around the
world. Book 2 teaches the box shape, moveable
boxes, notes in fifth position, major and minor
scales, the classic blues line, the shuffle rhythm,
tablature, and more! This e-book also includes
51 full-band tracks for demonstration or play
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along.
Standing in the Shadows of Motown - James
Jamerson 1989
(Guitar Book). Bassist James Jamerson was the
embodiment of the Motown spirit and groove the
invisible entity whose playing inspired
thousands. His tumultuous life and musical
brilliance are explored in depth through
hundreds of interviews, 49 transcribed musical
scores, two hours of recorded all-star
performances, and more than 50 rarely seen
photos in this stellar tribute to behind-the-scenes
Motown. Features a 120-minute CD! Allan
Slutsky's 2002 documentary of the same name is
the winner of the New York Film Critics "Best
Documentary of the Year" award!
First 50 Songs You Should Play on Bass - Hal
Leonard Corp. 2016-01-01
(Bass). If you're new to the bass, you are
probably eager to learn some songs. This book
provides easy arrangements in tab with lyrics for
the most popular songs bassists want to play.
building-walking-bass-lines

Includes: American Girl * Billie Jean * Blister in
the Sun * Crossfire * Hey Joe * I Got You (I Feel
Good) * Livin' on a Prayer * Low Rider * Money *
Monkey Wrench * My Generation * Paranoid *
Peter Gunn * The Pink Panther * Roxanne *
Should I Stay or Should I Go * Uptown Funk *
What's Going On * With or Without You * Yellow
* and more!
Building walking bass lines - Ed Friedland
1995
The Noma Guide to Fermentation - René Redzepi
2018-10-16
New York Times Bestseller A New York Times
Best Cookbook of Fall 2018 “An indispensable
manual for home cooks and pro chefs.” —Wired
At Noma—four times named the world’s best
restaurant—every dish includes some form of
fermentation, whether it’s a bright hit of
vinegar, a deeply savory miso, an electrifying
drop of garum, or the sweet intensity of black
garlic. Fermentation is one of the foundations
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behind Noma’s extraordinary flavor profiles.
Now René Redzepi, chef and co-owner of Noma,
and David Zilber, the chef who runs the
restaurant’s acclaimed fermentation lab, share
never-before-revealed techniques to creating
Noma’s extensive pantry of ferments. And they
do so with a book conceived specifically to share
their knowledge and techniques with home
cooks. With more than 500 step-by-step
photographs and illustrations, and with every
recipe approachably written and meticulously
tested, The Noma Guide to Fermentation takes
readers far beyond the typical kimchi and
sauerkraut to include koji, kombuchas, shoyus,
misos, lacto-ferments, vinegars, garums, and
black fruits and vegetables. And—perhaps even
more important—it shows how to use these
game-changing pantry ingredients in more than
100 original recipes. Fermentation is already
building as the most significant new direction in
food (and health). With The Noma Guide to
Fermentation, it’s about to be taken to a whole
building-walking-bass-lines

new level.
Simplified Sight-Reading for Bass - Josquin Des
Pres 1997-08-01
Beginner Bass Guitar Instruction
Guitar Aerobics - Troy Nelson 2007-11-01
(Guitar Educational). From the former editor of
Guitar One magazine, here is a daily dose of
vitamins to keep your chops fine tuned! Musical
styles include rock, blues, jazz, metal, country,
and funk. Techniques taught include alternate
picking, arpeggios, sweep picking, string
skipping, legato, string bending, and rhythm
guitar. These exercises will increase speed, and
improve dexterity and pick- and fret-hand
accuracy. The accompanying CD includes all 365
workout licks plus play-along grooves in every
style at eight different metronome settings.
Rock Bass 101 - Ed Friedland 2018-06
(Bass Instruction). There's more to rock bass
playing than just following the guitarist's left
hand! This book with audio demo exercises and
full-length tunes available online for download or
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streaming gives you all the tools you need to
construct your own bass lines, creatively and
effectively, in a rock context. Learn to play the
perfect line for any musical situation on the
spot! Topics covered include: tips on playing
position and posture * warm-up exercises *
essential scales and rhythms * building with
octaves, appraoch notes, and fifths * box shapes,
pentatonic scales and blues * and rhythmic
variations.
The Latin Bass Book - Chuck Sher 2011-01-12
The only comprehensive book ever published on
how to play bass in authentic Afro-Cuban,
Brazilian, Caribbean and various South
American styles. Over 250 pages of exact
transcriptions of every note Oscar plays on the 3
accompanying CDs. Endorsed by Down Beat
magazine, Latin Beat magazine, Benny Rietveld,
etc.
Music Theory for the Bass Player - Ariane Cap
2018-12-22
Music Theory for the Bass Player is a
building-walking-bass-lines

comprehensive and immediately applicable
guide to making you a well-grounded groover,
informed bandmate and all-around more creative
musician. Included with this book are 89 videos
that are incorporated in this ebook. This is a
workbook, so have your bass and a pen ready to
fill out the engaging Test Your Understanding
questions! Have you always wanted to learn
music theory but felt it was too overwhelming a
task? Perhaps all the books seem to be geared
toward pianists or classical players? Do you
know lots of songs, but don't know how the
chords are put together or how they work with
the melody? If so, this is the book for you! •
Starting with intervals as music's basic building
blocks, you will explore scales and their modes,
chords and the basics of harmony. • Packed with
fretboard diagrams, musical examples and
exercises, more than 180 pages of vital
information are peppered with mind-bending
quizzes, effective mnemonics, and compelling
learning approaches. • Extensive and detailed
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photo demonstrations show why relaxed posture
and optimized fingering are vital for good tone,
timing and chops. • You can even work your way
through the book without being able to read
music (reading music is of course a vital skill,
yet, the author believes it should not be tackled
at the same time as the study of music theory, as
they are different skills with a different
practicing requirement. Reading becomes much
easier once theory is mastered and learning
theory on the fretboard using diagrams and
patterns as illustrations, music theory is very
accessible, immediately usable and fun. This is
the definitive resource for the enthusiastic
bassist! p.p1 {margin: 0.0px 0.0px 0.0px 0.0px;
font: 13.0px Helvetica} p.p2 {margin: 0.0px
0.0px 0.0px 0.0px; font: 13.0px Helvetica; minheight: 16.0px} This book and the 89 free videos
stand on their own and form a thorough source
for studying music theory for the bass player. If
you'd like to take it a step further, the author
also offers a corresponding 20 week course; this
building-walking-bass-lines

online course works with the materials in this
book and practices music theory application in
grooves, fills and solos. Information is on the
author's blog.
The Advancing Guitarist - Mick Goodrick 1987
General Reference
The Jazz Bass Book - John Goldsby 2002
Spilleteknisk, biografisk og historisk indføring i
en række jazzbassisters spillestil
Walking Jazz Lines for Bass - JAY HUNGERFORD
2015-12-28
The bass has been called "the most important
instrument in any band." the bass player must
create interesting lines under the chord
changes, keep the "time flow" or "pulse" steady,
and keep the form of the song together. This
book is designed to help bassists create
beginning to advanced walking patterns
(smooth-sounding lines) that can be used in jazz,
blues, R&B, gospel, Latin and country music. By
explaining the basics of intervals, chords, and
scales the author builds a framework for
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understanding bass line patterns. Then the book
presents one- and two-measure patterns that can
be used in playing the blues, rhythm changes,
the II-V-I progression, and 20 popular jazz
standards. the book is written in standard
notation with chord symbols. the CD gives you
the opportunity to play with one of the finest
rhythm sections around. It is in stereo, with the
bass and drums on the left and piano and drums
on the right. Since the examples in the book are
presented both with sample bass lines and as
chord progressions only, you can either follow
along with the bass or practice your own lines
with the CD as your accompaniment.Also
available in Japanese from ATN, Inc.
The R & B Bass Masters - Ed Friedland 2005
(Book). R&B Masters is a close examination of
the legendary R&B bassists that shaped modern
music. Explore the styles of Duck Dunn, Chuck
Rainey, George Porter, James Jamerson, Jerry
Jemmot, David Hood and many others through
written examples and play-along tracks. Learn
building-walking-bass-lines

their stories, their working setup, and their
unique approaches to the groove. The CD
features examples from all of the book's lessons.
Building Bass Lines for Bass Guitar - Chuck
Archard 2005-05-03
This book teaches everything you need to know
to create great bass lines. An easy-to-use, stepby-step approach to basic theory is given as a
foundation, and then the essential styles-and
many styles within each style-are explored from
the bass point of view. Learn how the bass fits
into the group, the important bass techniques
for each style and even what tempos to expect.
Bass players, arrangers and composers alike will
love the hundreds of tips and sample bass lines.
Ray Brown's Bass Method - Hal Leonard
Publishing Corporation 1999
(Bass Instruction). Legendary jazz bassist Ray
Brown reveals his lessons and teaching
philosophy in this in-depth book. Includes: solo
exercises and arpeggios; music fundamentals;
right- and left-hand positions; scales; chords;
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exercises in tenths; rhythm patterns with
"drops"; diminished chords; runs and variations;
blues patterns; extension scales; and much
more.
Building Walking Bass Lines - Hal Leonard
Publishing Corporation 1995
El-basguitarskole.
Harmonic Experience - W. A. Mathieu
1997-08-01
An exploration of musical harmony from its
ancient fundamentals to its most complex
modern progressions, addressing how and why it
resonates emotionally and spiritually in the
individual. W. A. Mathieu, an accomplished
author and recording artist, presents a way of
learning music that reconnects modern-day
musicians with the source from which music was
originally generated. As the author states, "The
rules of music--including counterpoint and
harmony--were not formed in our brains but in
the resonance chambers of our bodies." His
theory of music reconciles the ancient harmonic
building-walking-bass-lines

system of just intonation with the modern
system of twelve-tone temperament. Saying that
the way we think music is far from the way we
do music, Mathieu explains why certain
combinations of sounds are experienced by the
listener as harmonious. His prose often
resembles the rhythms and cadences of music
itself, and his many musical examples allow
readers to discover their own musical responses.
CONSTRUCTING WALKING JAZZ BASS
LINES Book I WALKING BASS LINES the
Blues in 12 Keys - Bass Tab Edition - Steven
Mooney 2010-09
Constructing Walking Jazz Bass Lines Book I The Blues in 12 Keys is a complete guide
demonstrating the devices used to construct
walking bass lines in the jazz tradition. Part 1
demonstrates the techniques used by
professional jazz bassists to provide forward
motion into bass lines, while providing a strong
harmonic and rhythmic foundation. Part I
includes triads, 7th chords, voice leading,
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playing over the bar line, chord substitutions,
pedal points, harmonic anticipation and
chromatic approach notes. The exercises are
designed to give the Electric Bassist strong jazz
bass lines in the bottom register of the
instrument. As an added bonus for the Electric
Bassist Part 1 provides a complete study of the
Blues in F whilst in the first and open positions.
This is an excellent technique builder. Part 2
expands on the lessons and techniques used in
Part 1 providing the bassist with the previous
devices used in professional level bass lines in
all 12 keys. Included is over 150 choruses of Jazz
Blues lines in all 12 keys using the whole
register of the instrument. There are many
advanced principles applied in the following bass
lines whilst never losing sight of the functioning
principle of the bass in the jazz idiom. To
provide a strong foundation of rhythm and
harmony for the music being played & providing
support for the melody and or soloist.
Expanding Walking Bass Lines - Ed Friedland
building-walking-bass-lines

1996
Beginner Bass Guitar Instruction
CONSTRUCTING WALKING JAZZ BASS
LINES Book II Walking Bass Lines RHYTHM CHANGES in 12 KEYS - BASS TAB
EDITION - Steven Mooney 2010-10
Rhythm Changes like the " Blues " is an essential
part of the Jazz musicians vocabulary. Book II in
the Constructing Walking Jazz Bass Lines series
Rhythm Changes in 12 Keys provides various
insights into how the Rhythm Changes song
form may be approached by the Jazz Bassist.
Part I outlines the Rhythm Changes form and
provides examples of how to construct walking
jazz bass lines using voice leading, chromatic
passing tones, pedal points, tri-tone
substitutions, and harmonic anticipation. Part II
provides an in-depth look at the Rhythm
Changes A sections and shows the common
chord substitutions used by the bebop musicians
when improvising. Part III provides an in-depth
look at the Bridge or B section providing various
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chord substitutions used when improvising and
walking bass lines. Part IV outlines Rhythm
Changes in 12 keys using all the previous lesson
topics and bass line examples outlined in the
book. Included are over 100 choruses of
professional jazz bass lines in all 12 keys.
Suitable for the beginning to advanced electric
bassist.
Bass Aerobics - Jon Liebman 2011-09-01
(Bass Builders). Perfect for beginning to
advanced players, this book with audio by worldrenowned bassist and educator Jon Liebman
provides a 52-week, one-exercise-per-week
workout program for developing, improving and
maintaining bass guitar technique. Liebman
teaches: chromatics; scales & arpeggios; stringcrossing and advanced patterns; slapping &
popping; and more -- all in styles ranging from
rock, funk and R&B to jazz, disco, reggae and
more. Bassists using "Bass Aerobics" will benefit
from increased speed, improved dexterity, better
accuracy and heightened coordination not to
building-walking-bass-lines

mention an awesome new groove vocabulary!
The accompanying audio contains all 52 workout
grooves for both demonstration and play-along.
The Evolving Bassist Mega Pak: Book &
DVD - Rufus Reid 2004-05-01
A value priced package of Rufus Reid's classic
text The Evolving Bassist with his new DVD of
the same name. On the DVD, Rufus
demonstrates all the key concepts from the
book. Additionally, the DVD features spectacular
performances from Rufus with Mulgrew Miller
on piano and Lewis Nash on drums.
Building walking bass lines - Ed Friedland 1995
Slap Bass Encyclopedia - Josiah Garrett
2018-05-11
ÊThis book contains over 1,000 unique exercises
for developing slap bass technique, inspired and
derived from drum rudiments shared by
professionals and educators around the world.
The exercises are designed to improve an array
of aspects across slap and double thump styles:
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technical ability, precision and timing, rhythmic
awareness, speed and accuracy, and dexterity.
The Slap Bass Encyclopedia is an intensive guide
for the curious bass player that wants to improve
their slap bass performance. Includes access to
online audio.
Berklee Jazz Bass - Rich Appleman 2016-05-01
(Berklee Guide). Learn the art of jazz bass.
Whether you are new to playing jazz or wish to
hone your skills, and whether you play acoustic
or electric bass, this book will help you expand
your basic technique to create interesting and
grooving bass lines and melodically interesting
solos. Included are 166 audio tracks of
demonstrations and play-alongs, featuring a
complete jazz combo playing bass lines and solos
over standard jazz progressions.
John Patitucci Walking Bass - John Patitucci
2021-03-18
John Patitucci teaches you to think
compositionally. You'll discover that walking
bass is not just a way to connect the chords by
building-walking-bass-lines

any means. He demonstrates how every line can
be a strong melodic statement.
Robert Ludlum's (TM) The Bourne Objective
- Eric Van Lustbader 2010-06-01
A Jason Bourne novel from the #1 New York
Times bestselling author Facing down
mercenaries in Africa, Jason Bourne witnesses
the death of an art dealer named Tracy Atherton.
Her killing dredges up snatches of Bourne's
impaired memory, in particular the murder of a
young woman on Bali who entrusted him with a
strangely engraved ring-an artifact of such
powerful significance that people have killed to
obtain it. Now he's determined to find the ring's
owner and purpose. But Bourne never knows
what terrible acts he'll discover he committed
when he digs into the past. The trail will lead
him through layers of conspiracy to a vicious
Russian mercenary, Leonid Arkadin, who was
also a graduate of the Central Intelligence
training program Treadstone. A covert course
designed to create ruthless assassins for C.I., it
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was shuttered by Congress for corruption. Yet
before it was dismantled, it produced Bourne
and Arkadin, giving them equal skills, equal
force, and equal cunning. As Bourne's destiny
circles closer to Arkadin's, it becomes clear that
the eventual collision of these men is not of their
own making. Someone else has been watching
and manipulating them. Someone who wants to
know, Who is the more deadly agent?
The Latin Bass Book - Oscar Stagnaro 2001
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This is a practical, comprehensive approach to
learning Afro-Cuban, Brazilian and South
American styles of bass playing, featuring 3 CDs
of Berklee professor Oscar Stagnaro playing
with three different world-class rhythm sections.
The book consists mostly of transcriptions of
every note Oscar plays on the accompanying
CDs. Some amazing music, and logically
progressing from simple to complex examples of
each style.
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